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Hi All, 

This document is a record of how I configured TrainController for easy control of my ärklin 49960 

Speed Measurement Car and 49961 Catenary Measurement Car with information required to 

successfully run them using function buttons in a „Train Window‟. 

 

Systems Tested: - Uhlenbrock Intellibox and ESU ECoS 

 

ärklin 49961 Catenary Measurement Car 
This car is a useful to check your Catenary and simple to use. 

 

 
 

Function Button Icons 
 The five icons in the „Train Window‟ represent all the function Buttons required to control the Catenary 

Measurement Car. 

 
The Train Window to the left shows 

all the functions turned off. 

 

 

Read ärklin instructions 

before using this car. 

 
 

 

 

The Train Window to the right shows 

all the functions turned on. 

 

 

F0 = Marker Lights Off  and Marker Lights On  

F1 = Acoustic Sound Off  and Acoustic Sound On  

F2 = Pantograph 1 Down  and Pantograph 1 Up  

F3 = Pantograph 2 Down  and Pantograph 2 Up  

F4 = Voltage Off  and Voltage On  
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ärklin 49960 Speed Measurement Car 
 

This car is very useful, great for measuring block distances and performs the following tasks. 

 Speed Measurement in kilometres/hour (Km/h) and Speed Measurement in metres/second (m/s) 

 Distance Measurement in kilometres (Km) and Distance Measurement in metres (m) 

 Stop Watch in minutes (min) and Stop Watch in seconds (sec) 

 Run Time Single (min) and Run Time Total (hours) 

 

 
 

Function Buttons F1-F4  
 

 The icons represent the function buttons F1-F4 in the off 

position and are used in different combinations to obtain the different types of 

measurement as stated above. 

 

 The icons represent the function buttons F1-F4 in the on 

position and are used in different combinations to obtain the different types of 

measurement as stated above. 

 

All function icons with a Blue background are for selecting the designated 

measurements in an easy way.  

 

Read ärklin instructions before using this car. 

 

 

Function Buttons have list commands to select the correct combinations of the F1-F4 functions 

 =  which is the Default kilometres/hour (Km/h) speed. 

 =  which is metres/second (m/s) speed. 

 =  which is kilometres (Km) distance. 

 =  which is metres (m) distance. 

 =  which is Stop Watch minutes (min) time. 

 =  which is Stop Watch seconds (sec) time. 

 =  which is Run Time Short in minutes (min) time. 

 =  which is Run Time Total in hours (hour) time. 
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The  has a Start/Clear function 

The  has a Stop/Hold function 

Wherever you see the  being used, you just have to click it off  and the last entry 

will clear and a new measurement will start. 

 
Example of the engine functions 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Below is an example of 

„Operations’ tab for 'kilometres‟ 

as a list command. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   (Icon On position for a brief moment) 
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Bonus Time 
 

If you would like to enter the information into “your_layout.yrr” I have outlined some procedures below. 

              

The supplied file “measurement_cars_files.zip” (21Kb) contains the following files 

measure_cars.yrl 

49960.yra 

49961.yra  

 

Warning: - All files have been created using Gold TC software version 7.0E2  

Testing your Märklin Measurement Cars is done at your own risk. 
Copying information will take a user a few minutes or more to complete. 

 

Installing Measurement Car Files 

To have a look at the Märklin Measurement cars operating, unzip “measurement_cars_files.zip” and do 

the following. 

1) Make a directory called “function_items” under the TrainAnimator directory and place 49960.yra 

and 49961.yra under the function_items directory. 

2) Place measure_cars.yrl under TrainController\Locomotive Data directory. 

 

Copy Procedure Outline 
1. In “your_layout.yrr” from the top menu click on Train then click Import 

2. An „Import Train Data‟ window will appear, click on measure_cars.yrl then click Open button 

3. Select (74) Measure Catenary and (75) Measure Speed holding the Ctrl key then click the OK 

button. 

4. Edit each Engine and change the Connection Address to suit your function car. The reason it has 

been supplied as an „Engine‟ is at this time it is the only way to transfer Function Library 

Symbols. 

5. Optional: Create a „Car‟ for each Function Car and use the Function Library Symbols provided 

and also recreate the list functions for the Catenary Measurement Car (see Function Buttons) 

section for all the data required. 
6. Commence „Measurement Car‟ testing. 

7. Enjoy controlling your Märklin Measurement Cars with ease. 

 

 

As always enjoy your model trains. 

 

 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/measurement_cars_files.zip

